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Van Arty Association and RUSI Van Members News  16 Aug 2022 
 

 

Newsletters normally are emailed on Monday evenings.  If you don’t get a future newsletter on 

time, check the websites below to see if there is a notice about the current newsletter or to see if 

the current edition is posted there.  If the newsletter is posted, please contact me at 

bob.mugford@gmail.com to let me know you didn’t get your copy. 
 

 

Newsletter online.  This newsletter and previous editions are available on the Vancouver Artillery 

Association website at: www.vancouvergunners.ca and the RUSI Vancouver website at:  

http://www.rusivancouver.ca/newsletter.html.   Both groups are also on Facebook at: 

https://www.facebook.com/search/top/?q=vancouver%20artillery%20association and 

https://www.facebook.com/search/top/?q=rusi%20vancouver  
 

 

Upcoming events – Mark your calendars        (see Poster section at end for details) 
 

The 2022 Army Gala. CANCELLED.  New Date:- May 6, 2023, at the Sheraton Wall Centre 
 

2022 BoM - CDCB Customer Appreciation Contest – see end of poster section 
 

Commemoration Cyprus 2024 – see posters 

 

Aug 17 Wed ‘Zoom’ meeting- Mess closed 

Aug 24  Wed ‘Zoom’ meeting- Mess open?, DIY lunch? 

Aug 31 Wed ‘Zoom’ meeting- Mess open?, DIY lunch? 

 

RUSI(NS)-NORAD & USNORTHCOM Distinguished Speakers  
14 September 2022 - Uncrewed Aerial Vehicles - Canadian and US Programs 
 

Save the date: Wednesday 14 September.  The Royal United Services Institute of Nova Scotia 

and the North American Aerospace Defense Command and United States Northern Command 

will host a representative each from the Royal Canadian Air Force and United States Air Force 

to speak about remotely piloted aircraft systems and uncrewed aerial vehicles.  1300-1500 

Atlantic/Halifax time.  Online (Zoom).  Free.  Invitations and how to register to follow. 

 

The RCA Association presents: 

22 September 2022 at 7pm ET. 

 

“A BSM’s experience in Afghanistan 2010” with  

CWO (Mr Gnr) (Ret’d) Robert J Beaudry MMM, CD 

mailto:bob.mugford@gmail.com
http://www.vancouvergunners.ca/
http://www.rusivancouver.ca/newsletter.html
https://www.facebook.com/search/top/?q=vancouver%20artillery%20association
https://www.facebook.com/search/top/?q=rusi%20vancouver
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RCAF Assists in International Rescue Mission "OP GLOBE"  

in Dominican Republic.   CFRA News Staff    August 9, 2022 

 

A Royal Canadian 

Airforce CC-177 

Globemaster that is 

based out of Trenton, 

Ont. flew out of Val-

d'Or, Quebec, to Santo 

Domingo, Dominican 

Republic August 7 to 

assist with an 

international rescue 

mission.  The mission, 

titled Operation GLOBE, 

is a part of the Canadian 

Armed Forces' 

commitment to active 

overseas engagement. 

Military members at 8 Wing Trenton are doing their part to save two miners that have been 

trapped underground for more than a week.  

 

Aircrews flew with a special excavation system, Cubex Model 6200, and related boring 

equipment, to help rescue workers make a tunnel to save the two that are currently trapped in a 

copper and zinc mine.  According to media from the Dominican Republic, the miners are 

currently in an open chamber more than 30 metres below ground. A landslide blocked the entry 

shaft at the Cerro de Maimón operation.  State media say the men have been kept alive through a 

small pipe that was drilled, allowing workers to send food, water, and medical supplies to the 

two.  The Canadian Globemaster C-17 arrived in Dominican Republic on Sunday night with more 

than 52,000 pounds of equipment 

 

Field Urination Devices Free for Eligible CAF Personnel 
Mishall Rehman    Military Family Magazine   20 July 2022 

 

Field urination devices will now be free for eligible Canadian Armed Forces (CAF) members, 

thanks to the military’s ongoing mission to make the workplace more inclusive.  Field urination 

devices will be issued as part of the standard kit to increase the efficiency, safety, and hygiene of 

military members, according to a CANFORGEN 108/22 released this month.  “The ability to 

easily urinate while working in locations where there is no access to traditional toilets is essential, 

not only for health reasons, but for operational effectiveness as well. In order to be able to urinate 

when working in the field or in locations away from a washroom, members often have to remove 

clothing and personal equipment, including protective gear. Because of this, members end up 

https://www.iheartradio.ca/Author/Author/CFRA%20News%20Staff
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holding their urination which could result in health issues such as urinary tract infection (UTI),” 

stated the CANFORGEN. 

 

 

 

 

 
Example of a male urinal with female attachment 

 

 

All entitled Regular and Reserve Force 

members are eligible to obtain the device. 

Entitled members here means “those 

individuals within the CAF who are authorized 

to draw operational clothing IAW Refs A, B, 

and C.”  Members are also eligible for 

reimbursement of the purchase of a device of 

their choice for up to a maximum amount of 

$60 every two years. 

 

Other instructions include: 

 

• Applicable taxes will be reimbursed over the $60 

• Regular shipping costs and foreign currency exchange costs will be reimbursed only if they 

are within the allotted amount. 

 

According to the CANFORGEN, it is the member’s responsibility to choose a medical grade 

material FUD to ensure hygiene and safety. Members are also instructed to clean the device 

according to the manufacturer’s instructions.  CAF members are also encouraged to buy 

environmentally friendly devices. However, there will be no physical inspection of the FUD being 

reimbursed. 

 

Individuals must submit their request for reimbursement via CF 52, General Allowance claim, 

along with their original proof of purchase to their unit orderly room IOT to initiate the 

reimbursement process. 

 

Other instructions are as follows: 

• Receipts and supporting documents must be dated within the same FY as the claim being 

submitted. 

• Supporting documentation must clearly identify the device being claimed and its cost. 

• For audit purposes, units will be required to maintain a list of all members claiming these 

funding assistance entitlements. 

• Units will be required to retain all claims receipts and supporting documentation IAW Ref 

E Para 10. 
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Alexander & Kesselring 
Two supreme commanders sparred for victory in Italy.  Mark Zuehlke April 4, 2022 

 
“No other troops in the world but German paratroops could have stood up 

to such an ordeal and then gone on fighting with such ferocity.”    Field 

Marshal Sir Harold Alexander 

WIKIMEDIA 

 

In September 1943, British General Harold Alexander’s 18th 

Army Group—having conquered Sicily—invaded mainland 

Italy. The stated intention was to defeat Italy but, more 

importantly, Alexander was to prevent German forces from 

reinforcing the Russian front or strengthening defences on the 

French coast.  Alexander had dedicated his life to being a 

professional soldier, entering Royal Military Academy 

Sandhurst when he was 19. By 1943, the 52-year-old had earned 

a Military Cross and Distinguished Service Cross in the First 

World War, defended British Empire interests in the interwar 

years, fought at Dunkirk, served in Burma against the Japanese, and played a pivotal role in 

defeating German and Italian forces in North Africa through to their surrender in Tunisia. 

 

Alexander hoped to take Rome in a rapid pincer advance.  Along with the British Eighth Army 

under General Bernard Montgomery crossing the Strait of Messina and the U.S. Fifth Army under 

General Mark Clark landing at Salerno, Alexander hoped to take Rome in a rapid pincer advance 

up both Italian coasts.  Instead, the Allies slammed head-on into German Field Marshal Albert 

Kesselring’s 10th Army. The ensuing campaign was a gruelling, protracted and bloody slog 

across rugged terrain. Rivers crisscrossing the line of advance provided ideal defensive positions 

that had to each be taken in turn. As one obstacle fell, Kesselring masterfully pulled his troops 

back to the next feature—denying the Allies a decisive victory.  Alexander was dogged by a 

perpetual shortage of manpower and resources. Bogged down before Monte Cassino in early 

1944, he scrapped the pincer effort and concentrated both armies on the western coast in order to 

mount a breakthrough to Rome in May. 

 

For Operation Diadem, Alexander believed the Allies required a three-to-one infantry superiority, 

only to learn the ratio could be no more than one-and-a-quarter times in his favour.  Still, by early 

June the Allies had shattered German defences and were poised to take Rome. Alexander, 

however, no longer coveted the Eternal City. He sought instead to cut off Kesselring’s retreating 

force and destroy it. Such a victory could decide the Italian campaign. The plan was for Clark’s 

army to trap the Germans by blocking Highway 6 between Valmontone and the Alban Hills. 

Instead, taking advantage of Alexander’s conciliatory nature—often considered his major 

failing—Clark turned prematurely north for the distinction of liberating Rome. The Germans 

escaped to fight on. No decisive victories followed until the German surrender in Italy on April 

29, 1945. War over, Alexander served as Canada’s governor general from April 12, 1946, to Feb. 

28, 1952.  

https://legionmagazine.com/en/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/Field_Marshal_Sir_Harold_Alexander_1945_D26065.jpg
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“I was always a soldier heart and soul.”—Albert Kesselring 

WIKIMEDIA 

 

 

When the Allies invaded Italy in early September 1943, 

the German response remained undecided with two 

field marshals—Albert Kesselring in the south and 

Erwin Rommel in the north—charged with its defence. 

After Italy’s Sept 8 surrender, Rommel advocated 

withdrawing to protect Milan’s industrial heartland 

while Kesselring—having freshly evacuated his troops 

from Sicily—argued the Allies could be halted in the 

south or drawn into an attritional war by standing on 

successive defensive lines. Kesselring’s strategy 

gained sway after the US Fifth Army suffered heavy 

losses during the Salerno landings.   “I wanted to be a 

soldier. I was set on it and…I can say that I was always 

a soldier heart and soul,” Kesselring later wrote.  He 

joined the army at 18 in 1904. He served on the Western Front for two years before his 

appointment to the general staff. In the 1930s, under Hermann Göring’s 

patronage, Kesselring became the Luftwaffe’s chief of air staff. Promoted to field marshal in 1940, 

he commanded air units during the Battle of Britain and the Siege of Malta before being tasked 

with defending Sicily and then commanding the 10th Army in Italy. 

 

Nicknamed “Smiling Albert,” Kesselring exuded a cheerful, seemingly endless confidence that 

exacerbated a frequent inability to accept unpleasant realities.  In May 1944, Kesselring almost 

fatally refused to accept that Monte Cassino and the Hitler Line—soon shattered by I Canadian 

Corps—could fall. Retreating to the Melfa River, he imagined holding that precarious line until 

winter precluded further operations. This delusion was quickly shattered by the unceasing 

Canadian advance that put his entire army at risk of being cut off—a fate only averted when U.S. 

General Mark Clark allowed its escape while he liberated Rome instead.  Ever agile, Kesselring 

pulled his forces north in a rapid withdrawal to the Gothic Line—anchored on the Apennine 

dogleg across the breadth of Italy. Here he frustrated one Allied offensive after another—save for 

the Canadian-led Eighth Army breakthrough on the Adriatic coast.  Kesselring exuded a cheerful, 

seemingly endless confidence.  Seriously injured on Oct. 25, Kesselring briefly returned to Italy 

command in January 1945 before he was appointed Commander-in-Chief West on March 10. No 

miracles on the Western Front were possible. War lost, Kesselring was tried and sentenced to 

death for war crimes against Italian civilians murdered in retaliation for partisan operations. In 

October 1952, soon after his sentence was commuted to life imprisonment, Kesselring was 

released for health reasons. He died on July 16, 1960. 
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What Does a Muzzle Brake Do? 
Allan Shepherd 

 

 

Dirk Vorderstrase CC-BY 2.0 

 

 

So, you’ve seen a tank and noticed a 

“thing” with holes in at the end of its gun 

barrel. You may have seen it on some 

tanks but not others, and asked yourself 

“What is this?” This is a muzzle brake, 

and it serves an important purpose.  In 

this article we explain what this device 

is, what it does and how it works. Even if 

you already know why a muzzle brake is 

fitted, there may still be a few things you didn’t know.  Its best to start with what a muzzle brake 

actually is.  A muzzle brake is a device attached to the end of a gun barrel and can be found on 

anything from a pistol to a 155 mm howitzer.  Some are removable, while others are fashioned 

straight out of the barrel itself.  In most cases a muzzle brake’s construction is simple.  The device 

allows a projectile to travel through it and usually has slots cut into its sides. These slots are 

integral to its function. 

 

 

 

 
A top view of a basic muzzle brake.   

  

 

 
 

The size and shape of muzzle brakes depends heavily on the size, 

power and purpose of the gun. Image by Bin im Garten CC BY-

SA 3.0. 

 

 

Where they vary is in their size and shape – which is 

mostly dependant on the gun they are on.  So now we 

know what a muzzle brake is, now we want to know what they do, which is the important part.  

A muzzle brake’s primary function is to help reduce recoil.  More accurately, they help 

to control recoil.  When a gun is fired, a combustible charge behind the projectile is ignited, which 

produces rapidly expanding gases that push the projectile along the barrel and out the end (the 

muzzle).  However, this is where Newton’s third law comes in to play (for every action, there is 

an equal and opposite reaction). The same force used to push the projectile out the barrel is also 

exerted on the gun, pushing it backwards. 
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When a round is fired, the force pushing the shell out 

the barrel also pushes back equally on the gun itself. 

 

This is known as recoil, and it is why guns and 

other weapons “kick” when fired.  This recoil 

needs to be managed, which is usually done 

by pushing against the gun. This may be done 

by the human body, but in something like a tank, hydraulic recoil mechanisms help to soften the 

blow.  These mechanisms slow the gun as it travels backwards, extending the duration of the 

recoil and therefore reducing the peak forces acting on the gun’s mount.  But as the gun increases 

in size or power, so does its recoil and as a consequence, the distance it needs to travel to slow it 

down. 

 
The recoil cylinder (top) and recoil guides (bottom) 

highlighted red in this image help to reduce the recoil’s 

impact. 

 

You may see where this is going.  In a tank space is 

limited, so a gun’s recoil mechanism needs all the 

help it can get in reducing a gun’s travel. Also, too 

much recoil is uncomfortable for the crew, can 

throw off a gun’s aim and even damage the vehicle.  

Its beneficial to control recoil in other situations 

too, like someone shooting a powerful rifle.  Enter the muzzle brake.  The muzzle brake provides 

a little extra forward push on the gun, helping to reduce its kick.  Muzzle brakes use the same 

expanding gasses that push a projectile out the barrel to also push the gun forward.  It does this 

by venting these gasses out of specifically designed holes. The escaping gasses push on the 

muzzle in the opposite direction.  Holes mounted on top of the muzzle will push it downwards, 

which is mostly seen on small arms.  Most tank muzzle brakes vent the gasses sideways and 

slightly backwards, so they actually push the gun forwards, opposing the gun’s recoil. 

 
Once the projectile passes the muzzle brake, the propellant 

gasses are vented out the sides of the muzzle brake, pushing 

forwards on the gun. 

 

The amount a muzzle brake helps to control recoil 

can vary massively depending on the gun and 

muzzle brake design, but in some cases they can 

reduce recoil effects by up to 50 percent.  This 

could be enough of a difference to fit a gun inside 

a turret of a tank and have enough space for it to 

travel backwards.  Muzzle brakes can bring a few 

more things to the table than just recoil management too.  They can massively help to control the 

plume of smoke that exits the barrel after firing. For a gunner on a large caliber weapon in a tank, 
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this smoke cloud can obscure their view of the target, making follow up shots harder or even 

completely impossible.  By venting the gasses to the sides, it keeps the view to the target clear. 

 
The blasts of large guns  

can completely obscure  

the crew’s view of the target.  

Muzzle brakes help reduce this. 

 

Similarly, by directing the gasses 

sideways muzzle brakes can limit the 

amount of dust kicked up after firing, 

which prevents an enemy from 

spotting your location. If a muzzle 

brake controls recoil, keeps a tank’s 

sights clear and helps keep dust down, 

why don’t all guns use them?  Well, as 

with anything, muzzle brakes are not suited to every single situation, and can sometimes be a 

problem.  One of the basic disadvantages of a muzzle brake is added cost and complexity. For 

many vehicles, the gains far outweigh the costs, but for others it is simply not worth it.  

Many WWII era “casemate” style vehicles lacked a muzzle brake, as they had plenty of room 

inside for the gun to recoil. The costs and extra materials to add a muzzle brake was not justified.  

Similarly, some guns have such low velocities that they do not need a muzzle brake. Others never 

received them as they can offset the gun’s delicate balance.  However, on modern main battle 

tanks (MBTs), muzzle brakes are not suited to the ammunition they use.   

 
Sabot rounds allow a  

smaller projectile (sub-caliber)  

to be fired from a larger gun.   

 

 

 

MBTs today often use 

discarding sabot rounds. A 

sabot is a jacket that fits around 

a projectile and allows it to be fired from a gun of a larger calibre (think of a pencil being fired 

from a wider tube).  When these rounds leave the barrel the sabot jacket tears off the projectile, 

which then travels at extremely high speeds to the target.  Discarding sabot rounds cannot be used 

with a muzzle brake, as the sabot can impact the brake, causing damage and interfering with the 

projectiles flight path.  Once the round leaves the barrel, the sabot surrounding the projectile peels 

away. As you can see, this could be disastrous when fired through a muzzle brake.  Fin stabilised 

rounds cannot be used either, as the brake would interfere with the spring-loaded fins.  Despite 

being much less common today, the muzzle brake can still be found on some modern vehicles 

and weapons platforms. On the other hand, it has become more popular on small arms, such as 

the Barrett M82 anti-material rifle. 
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Vancouver Artillery Association Yearbook Updates 
 
 

Travelling 

Dropped into a few artillery unit armouries along the way. 1st Field Regiment, 3rd Field Regiment, 

20th Independent…... 15th Field Artillery Regiment is very fortunate with Bessborough Armoury 

as their home. A couple of great ideas in a few places. Check out the Standing Ready monument 

in St John, NB http://loyalcompanyassociation.com/events/standing-ready/  

 

Sergeant Scotty McGinley 

A big shout out to Elizabeth McGinley who has donated her father's retirement gifts back to the 

unit. They were a too bulky to ship via Canada Post so we arranged for them to be dropped off to 

a friend in Halifax. We will be bringing them back to Bessborough Armoury and repurposing 

them so that Scotty's name will not be forgotten.  

https://www.vancouvergunners.ca/whats-new/sergeant-scotty-mcginley  

 

Halifax Citadel 

Best bargain in Canada when travelling - buy a Parks Canada yearly family pass and all entrance 

fees are included. The Citadel had some great pre-confederation gunnery history and it's always 

nice to see the artillery patrol dress worn by the re-enactors.   

https://www.vancouvergunners.ca/whats-new/halifax-citadel  

 

The Regimental Museum is now open from 10:00 until 12:00 every Wednesday. Masks are 

required as is proof of vaccination. Please help keep our soldiers safe and do not attend if you 

feel the slightest symptom of illness. Our zoom channel will also be open from noon at 

https://zoom.us/j/6802412956 and the secret passcode is pFPey6. Remember – Stay healthy and 

stay safe!  

 

Who (or What) Is It?                  
 

Last Week: On Soldier’s front cover is Colonel Wilayat Khan, of the Pakistan Army, who greeted 

the Queen and Duke of Edinburgh on their recent tour of India and 

Pakistan. Colonel Wilayat served in the Central India Horse—raised 

immediately after the Indian Mutiny for service with the British Crown--

-throughout World War One and for many years after. The regiment, 

originally styled Mayne’s Horse, was raised from among the loyal 

remnants of cavalry in Gwalior, Bophal, and Malwah, and in the First 

World War fought on the Western Front and with General Allenby in 

Palestine.  In World War Two it saw service in the Western Desert, 

Eritrea, Italy, and Greece.  On the partition of India in 1947, the Central 

India Horse lost its Mahomedan element, but retained its name, and now 

preserves its proud traditions in the Republic of India’s Army.” As for his gongs, in addition to 

his WWI and WWII medals and service stars, he has an MBE and an OBE, as well as, possibly, 

the Order of British India and post-1947 awards. 

http://loyalcompanyassociation.com/events/standing-ready/
https://www.vancouvergunners.ca/whats-new/sergeant-scotty-mcginley
https://www.vancouvergunners.ca/whats-new/halifax-citadel
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This Week:  Our weekly stroll into the unusual of military and naval history takes us to another 

odd project, whose purpose seems to have been dreamt up late at night after a mess dining-in 

session.  We have covered flying saucer-like objects of war, early iron-clad land fighting 

machines, and artillery of various types and calibers.  However, we have never seen anything 

quite like this.  Although it looks like a multiple amputee of the HG Wells “War of the Worlds” 

variety, we are assured that it is not missing any limbs.  It did, indeed, have only one.  We are 

also told by Mr Google, the lad who brought this to our attention, that this device was intended 

to be ambulatory, 

although just how is both 

amusing and unbelievable.  

Nonetheless, it shows just 

how “out of the box” one 

can think when 

unencumbered by such 

boring things as health 

and safety, logic, and the 

laws of physics.  As such, 

it reminds us of several 

wacky Third Reich war 

machines that were never 

built, or odd-ball Soviet 

things that actually were 

constructed.  However, it 

is one of ours. 

 

So, can you tell us what 

this intriguing thing was, 

and what it was supposed 

to do?  Should we 

consider building one and 

giving it to Ukraine?  It 

would certainly surprise Ivan Ivanovich or have him laughing so much that he would be rendered 

ineffective as a combatant.  Send you ideas to the editor, Bob Mugford 

(bob.mugford@gmail.com), or the author, John Redmond (johnd._redmond@telus.net ). 

 

From the ‘Punitentary’    
 

A witch published a book of potion recipes, but it was useless. She forgot to spell-check. 
 

Murphy’s Other Laws       
 

Alcohol does not solve any problems, but then again, neither does milk. 
 

Quotable Quotes 
 

Our greatest glory is not in never failing, but in rising every time we fail. - Confucius 

mailto:bob.mugford@gmail.com
mailto:johnd._redmond@telus.net
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Wednesday Digital Video Lunch 
 

No need to worry about COVID-19 when you go digital. Pop into our video lunch at 

noon on Wednesdays and say hi.   All you need is a laptop, tablet or smartphone.   
These sessions are being hosted by the Vancouver Artillery Association and are open 

to all – especially those who attended our Wednesday lunches.   Mess is CLOSED 

this Wednesday 

 

Join us to check up on your old lunch buddies.  Zoom lunch meetings will continue 

for those unable to attend the Mess for lunch. 
 

https://zoom.us/j/6802412956   and the secret passcode is pFPey6 

 

 

Zoom is the leader in modern 

enterprise video 
communications, with an 

easy, reliable cloud platform 
for video and audio 

conferencing, chat, and 

webinars across mobile, 
desktop, and room systems. 

Zoom Rooms is the original 

software-based conference 
room solution used around 

the world in board, 

conference, huddle, and 
training rooms, as well as 

executive offices and 

classrooms. Founded in 2011, 
Zoom helps businesses and 

organizations bring their 

teams together in a frictionless environment to get more done. Zoom is a publicly 
traded company headquartered in San Jose, CA.    

 

Invite 2 friends! We have room for 100! See you on Wednesdays at noon.  Bring your 
own lunch and beverage of choice. 

https://zoom.us/j/6802412956
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The RCA Association invites you to register  
for our next Web event to be held on  

22 September 2022 at 7pm ET. 
  

“A BSM’s experience in Afghanistan 2010” with  
Chief Warrant Officer (Mr Gnr) (Ret’d) Robert J. Beaudry 

MMM, CD 
  
 

CWO (Mr Gnr(Ret’d) Bob Beaudry will speak on his 
experience as BSM D Bty during TF 1-10 (1 RCR Battle Group 
- Roto 9) in Afghanistan.  He will also discuss the challenges 
and successes in mounting, training and preparing a Reg 
Force/P Res integrated Battery for combat operations. 
  
The presentation will last approximately 45 minutes followed 
by a 15-minute question period. 

  
►Stay with us after the main event for some time to 

reconnect with old friends. 
  

 

 

L’Association de l’ARC vous invite à vous inscrire à un 
événement Web  

qui aura lieu le 22 septembre 2022 à 19 h (HE). 
  

"L'expérience d'un SMB en Afghanistan 2010" avec   
Adjudant-chef (MArtil) (Retraité) Robert J. Beaudry MMM, 

CD 
   
L'Adjuc (MArtil) (Retraité) Bob Beaudry parlera de son 
expérience en tant que SMB de la batterie D au sein de la TF 
1-10 (groupement tactique du 1 RCR - Roto 9) en 
Afghanistan.  Il discutera également des défis et des réussites 
liés à la mise sur pied, à l'entraînement et à la préparation 
d'une batterie intégrée de la Force régulière/de la Réserve 
pour les opérations de combat.  
   
La présentation durera environ 45 minutes et sera suivie d'une 
période de questions de 15 minutes. 

  
►Restez avec nous après l’événement principal pour 

renouer avec de vieux amis. 

 

  

  

  

 
 

Register now!  Inscrivez-vous dès maintenant!  

https://nam12.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frcaa.member365.com%2Fpublic%2Fevent%2Fdetails%2Fc3ab7260af70a11b6452e22e206c8be53146e336%2F1&data=05%7C01%7C%7C9781e2947d0e4f444e0908da7c5e8a10%7C84df9e7fe9f640afb435aaaaaaaaaaaa%7C1%7C0%7C637959042732107362%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=QNsIT%2BQOMQA2OVsk0%2B4Gtk9hytEI2QlxNWhwm4DnE0c%3D&reserved=0
https://nam12.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fu2306505.ct.sendgrid.net%2Fls%2Fclick%3Fupn%3DM3V7pKe308SQRDM8wYnXBWoAAVay5V5AhSI1teCnMIsjDu79ZsnBnUw4AH3GX80RrHPj8BlSmRTf4lR-2BBy-2BcSHOxAy1tZ-2FNVL9Zlaji9S5nGDQUwXNC1tt6SIOvQZCd7VQrIC4otMOpc-2FjA05wQchowQY4QdNjMAk5BZ-2FWCyzacWRWEtohaQ4dPLp7184SUSAK3K1VoymgdZjzC6e7aOtVhk6et3B-2FZfqdLXoDTwwwme5AeSdtONwl0LB3AKpwXrzNMviMX-2BUocMtx-2FFmMjLaVQnyURxCf9j9REhN-2FOjXgM-3D2KjD_PhnU5lirYv6KbyhiYHZFwT2n7nzYGe3PSt6iI5Ko1LtCIYh2ghRdAj6Y6WhqqfiRY7gPCDH9nUsg8NmklvYhjn1mgk9Orf2VjRu6WMt7INwnusgI4egLvhfaZn-2Ff8KD0KxODyKw5ySw51sJfaySAtaG9-2B-2Bh6ZlElACXtIndavDWSSwBnzztirqIQGo6OIt3YEH-2FVyMODqoZAVUWCzL90MSnfW66hBPCY2vXsMdO0pik-3D&data=05%7C01%7C%7C9781e2947d0e4f444e0908da7c5e8a10%7C84df9e7fe9f640afb435aaaaaaaaaaaa%7C1%7C0%7C637959042732107362%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=xM%2B9PFdNUYp9ma59QEd8RZQu0Ry87qPP5f9nHV9GF78%3D&reserved=0
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With a Few Guns 
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Commemoration Cyprus 2024 
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Bank of Montreal - 2022 CDCB Customer Appreciation Contest 
The official bank of the Defence Community 
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